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SYNOPS IS

Gobeze, a timid, peace-loving, young man of 25; a brilliant student who Dedicates his whole

life to “Sem Ina Werq” riddles (literally translated to “Wax and Gold”, which are riddled with

dual meaning). lives with the family of his betrothed, his childhood sweetheart Aleme, until one

day when she is abducted and disappears. Consumed by his love, Gobeze becomes a “kolo

temari” (a wanderer student) and searches for her for seven years. When he finally finds her,

the two young lovers decide to run away together but are soon caught by Gonite, her

husband. Neighbors stall the ensuing fight and an elder binds together the two men’s clothes,

symbolically chaining them together, and tellsthem they must travel to the capital to stand trial

in the queen’s court.



PRODUCTION COMPANY SYNERGY HABESHA

DIRECTOR/SCRIPT WRITER MOGES TAFESSE

CAST- ZERIHUN MULATU, YIMISIRACH GIRMA,

TESFAYE YIMAM, FREHIWOT KELKILEW

FORMAT -

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - ETHIOPIA

AVAILABLE VERSION- AMHARIC WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLE

AVAILABLE RIGHTS -TV, VOD, INFLIGHT, FESTIVAL

YEAR OF PRODUCTION 2018



Winner of Ethiopia’s Alem Cinema's 2019 Best Film Award. Winner of prestigious Lezza award 2019 for Best film, Best Actor, Best actress. Winner of 14th Ethiopian Film

festival 2019 for best script, best cinematography, best film, best director.



SYNOPS IS

Based on True Story, Enkopa is a film dealing with displacement, betrayal, false hope, and strength at

the end. The film depicts the struggles of an Ethiopian young woman “Enkopa” who wants to travel to

Canada for a better life through neighbouring Sudan illegally. Enkopa portrays her efforts for survival

against the brutality and inhumane treatment of traffickers. But her journey take a detour When she

faces sexual abuse, the constant demand for more cash from her traffickers, lack of support and huge

expectation from her family back home ,she finds her self-forced to work in Khartoum.  She makes

friends along the way, facing their challenges and betrayal as they fight from stereotypical police who

think “All Ethiopian women re whores”. Even though her family have high hopes for her, keeping her

traffickers and her Boss happy is not that easy, however in every hardship one might find love but it

might come with an attachment, she struggles to move forward with her journey when life becomes ever

more challenging.  

ENKOPA





PRODUCTION

YODIT GETACHEW FILM 

DIRECTOR

ALEMTSEHAY BEKELE AND ABRAHAM DEMISSE

SCRIPT WRITER 

YODIT GETACHEW

CAST

YODIT GETACHEW

ELIAS WESENYELEH

SURAFEL TEKA

MELAT ASSFA 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - ETHIOPIA

AVAILABLE VERSION- AMHARIC WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLE

AVAILABLE RIGHTS -TV, VOD, INFLIGHT, FESTIVAL

YEAR OF PRODUCTION -2016



SYNOPS IS

‘Simet’ is an epic Ethiopian drama set in the mid-18th to 19th century Ethiopia, famously

known as the era of the princes, where the country was divided and ruled by local arlords.

The story is located at Gondar, the then capital of Ethiopia. An elderly king, very fragile

and on the verge of dying, lost his heir in very treacherous circumstances. He ordered his

two younger sons to revenge the killer and whoever succeeds will take the throne. The ilm

narrates the divided society, ugly colour of war, betrayal, courage, and sacrifice. At the

mid part of the story the younger son of the king emerged as hero and the truth came out

which makes him a triumphant heir to the throne





PRODUCTION COMPANY - 7A FILM PRODUCTION

DIRECTOR HILDANA BELAYNEH

CAST:

YARED YILMA

YIDNEKACHEW TESFAYE

MASRESHA TSIGIE

ANTENEH ASRES

FORMAT -

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - ETHIOPIA

AVAILABLE VERSION- AMHARIC WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLE

AVAILABLE RIGHTS -TV, VOD, INFLIGHT, FESTIVAL

YEAR OF PRODUCTION 2018
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PRODUCTION

KELEMAT PICTURES

HUBB FILMS

DIRECTOR

NUR AKMEL

WRITER /SCRIPT WRITER

HAMZA ALEMU/NUR AKMEL

CAST 

FELEKE YEMARWUHA ABEBE

MASTEWAL WONDESON

HAMZA ALEMU

MISS AMEN WONESON

FELEKE KASA

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - ETHIOPIA

AVAILABLE VERSION- AMHARIC 

AVAILABLE RIGHTS -TV, VOD, INFLIGHT, FESTIVAL

YEAR OF PRODUCTION -






